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Abstract. In this paper we present a novel system that utilizes molecular-level
information for medical diagnosis. It accepts high dimensional vectors of gene
expressions, quantified by means of microarray image analysis, as input. The
proposed system incorporates various data pre-processing methods, such as
missing values estimation and data normalization. A novel approach to the
classification of gene expression vectors in multiple classes that embodies
vari-ous gene selection methods has been adopted for diagnostic purposes. The
pro-posed system has been extensively tested on various, publicly available
data-sets. We demonstrate its performance for prostate cancer diagnosis and
com-pare its performance with a well established multiclass classification
scheme. The results show that the proposed system could be proved a valuable
diagnostic aid in medicine.

1

Introduction

Microarray analysis has yet to be widely accepted for diagnosis and classification of
diseases, despite the exponential increase in microarray studies reported in the
literature. In the last decade a variety of software systems dedicated to microarray
analysis have been developed. Do et al. [1] proposed the GeneClust software for
microarray data analysis which implements hierarchical clustering and gene shaving
algorithms [2]. Li and Wong [3] proposed the dChip software which implements a
model-based expression analysis of oligonucleotide arrays and several high-level
analysis procedures, including comparative analysis and hierarchical clustering.
Peterson [4] proposed Clusfavor, a software package oriented in unsupervised
analysis of microarrays. A powerful software suite named Genesis has been
developed by Stum et al. [5] for large-scale gene expression analysis. It includes
filters, normalization and visualization tools, distance measures as well as clustering
and classification algorithms such as hierarchical clustering, self-organizing maps, k-
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means, principal component analysis, and Support Vector Machines (SVMs).
Colantuoni et al. [6] developed a web-based tool named Snomad for the
standardization and normalization of microarray data, using two non-linear
transformations which correct both bias and variance of microarray element signal
intensities. Saal et al. [7] developed Base, a software system for the management of
biomaterial information, raw data and images, which provides integrated and "plugin"-able normalization, data viewing and analysis tools. An open source suite of
tools named TM4 has been developed by Saeed et al. [8]. It consists of four major
applications, namely Microarray Data Manager (MADAM) which is a data entry and
management tool for microarray experiments, TIGR_Spotfinder which is a semiautomated image analysis software, Microarray Data Analysis System (MIDAS)
which is used for data normalization and filtering, and Multiexperiment Viewer
(MeV) which is a data mining tool that implements a variety of clustering
algorithms. Another software suite provided in open source is Bioconductor. It
comprises of several packages that provide innovative tools for the analysis and
comprehension of genomic data [9]. Su et al. developed RankGene, a software
system which integrates a variety of popular ranking criteria, ranging fi-om the
traditional /-statistic to the one-dimensional SVMs [10]. A minimum spanning tree
representation of gene expression data is being exploited by Excavator, a software
system for microarray data clustering [11]. Toyoda and Konagaya [12] developed
KnowledgeEditor, a graphical aid for biologists on biomolecular network modelling.
Recently Pieler et al. proposed ArrayNorm a versatile and platform-independent
application for the visualization, normalization and statistical identification of genes
with significant changes in expression [13].
Most of the available software systems require technical skills and knowledge of
compHcated operations with which, physicians and biologists are not usually
familiar. In this paper we present a novel, user friendly microarray data analysis
software system which utilizes gene expression data for medical diagnosis. The
proposed system does not require any technical knowledge by its users. It
implements various pre-processing methods, and features a novel SVM-based
architecture that embodies various gene selection methods in its structure and allows
for the discrimination of multiple diseases or subtypes of a disease. Moreover, it
handles the adjustment of its parameters automatically.
The rest of this paper is organized in four sections. Section 2 provides an
overview of the proposed system and describes the methods it embodies.
Experimental resultsfi*omits application for prostate cancer diagnosis are presented
in Section 3. Finally, in the last section the conclusions of this study are summarized.

2 System's Overview
The proposed system is capable of "learning" to recognize the pathology of samples
provided to its input through a supervised training procedure. It embodies a Preprocessing and a Diagnostic Unit. The Pre-processing Unit prepares the gene
expression data to passing into the Diagnostic Unit, which is the main processing
unit of the proposed system.
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The system's graphical user interface (Fig. 1) allows the user to switch between
two modes of operation: the training and the diagnostic mode. The training mode of
operation requires a gene expression matrix of pathologically characterized samples
as input. The system automatically determines the best parameter settings for a
particular diagnostic problem by grid search. After training, the system is capable of
performing medical diagnosis based on a patient's gene expression data.
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Fig. 1. The system's graphical user interface.

2.1 Pre-processing Unit
The Pre-processing Unit handles the management of missing values as well as the
normaUzation of the gene expression levels. Poor quality in the preparation of the
cDNA targets contributes to low quality gene expression measurements, as it affects
the mean values and the standard deviation of the spots' intensities, their size and
their contrast to the local background areas [14]. Such low quality measurements are
usually discarded and missing values appear.
In the Pre-processing Unit of the proposed system we have included a) the rowaverage method, as it is simple and effective [14] and b) the A:-nearest neighbours
method (A:-NN) which is more robust than the row-average method but requires more
computations [15].
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2.2 Diagnostic Unit
The Diagnostic Unit handles medical diagnosis as a multi-class classification
problem. It is capable of classifying the input gene expression vectors to N classes
noted as <5?/, i = 1, 2... iV^. Each class corresponds to samples acquired from healthy
patients, from patients suffering from the same disease or from patients suffering
from a subtype of a particular disease. It comprises of iV-1 cascading blocks Bp J = I,
2, ... iV-1 as illustrated in Fig. 2.

BN-1

^N-l

^N-t

Fig. 2. The Diagnostic Unit.

Each block consists of a Gene Selection Module Sj and a Classification Module
Cj. Module Sj uses the output of the Pre-processing Unit as input. Module Cj is
autonomously trained with a subset Xj of the available training samples X, where Xj
is defined as
Xj=^e{o)jKJG>,\ w,= IJy^

(1)

/>=/+!

Module Sj selects a subset of Xj gene expression measurements which best
discriminates class o)j from class (Oh and maximizes the classification performance of
the module Cj, Given a test vector x, the module Cj is fed with Xj gene expression
measurements and outputs 1, if XG 6^, or -1, \ix^G)j, If x^o)j, the next block Bj^i will
be activated to classify the test vector using the corresponding ij+i gene expression
measurements. Otherwise the classification task terminates and x is assigned to class
o)j. The last block ^^LI decides whether xe <%.i or xe cop/.
The gene selection modules of the Diagnostic Unit integrate three ranking criteria
for the selection of differentially expressed genes (Eqs. 2-4) [16-18] have shown that
these criteria can be efficiently used for the identification of differentially expressed
genes. These criteria suggest that the genes are ranked in descending order based on
the absolute value of the Z(g) statistic for each gene g.
Z(g) = -

(2)

CT. +CT'

Zig) =

(3)
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(4)

iecoi,

The (m^g, a^g) and (m^g, c^g) correspond to the mean and standard deviation of
the expression levels of the gene g for the training samples that belong to CDJ and Wh
classes respectively and nig is the mean expression level of gene g for the entire
training set. The % is the (g, i) element of the gene expression matrix that
corresponds to the expression level of gene g for the sample /. The number of
samples belonging to each of the above classes is denoted by nj and «/,. The zj topranked genes are selected as they lead to a large between-class distance and a small
within-class variance.
The classification module of each block of the Diagnostic Unit implements a
binary SVM classifier. SVM training involves a quadratic programming optimization
procedure which aims to the identification of a subset of vectors from the available
set of training vectors x/, /=1,2,...« called support vectors. These vectors are utilized
in the derivation of a separating hypersurface that separates the two classes yi G {-1,
1}, according to the following equation

V»:0<yl,.^c

where 0 < A, < c are Lagrange multipliers that correspond to the support vector
solutions, c is a positive cost parameter, and K(Xi,x ) is a kernel function that maps
the input space into a high dimensional Hilbert space [19].
In the diagnostic mode of operation, given a test vector JC/, the trained SVM
outputs a label Y in accordance with the following formula
= signl 2^ ^iyiK(x. ,x) + w^

(6)

which designates the class in which an unknown vector JC/ belongs to. This
information is subsequently used for the derivation of the final diagnostic result.

3 Results
Experiments were conducted on publicly available datasets to evaluate the
performance of the proposed system for the diagnosis of diseases. We summarize the
results of the application of the proposed system for prostate cancer diagnosis. The
prostate cancer dataset used was first studied by Lapointe et al. [20] and it is
available from the Stanford Microarray Database [21]. It consists of 112 samples
with 44,016 gene expressions spanning three classes, namely 62 primary prostate
tumors, 41 normal prostate samples and 9 pelvic lymph node metastases.
The gene expression matrix data file of the prostate cancer dataset was loaded to
the system and the structure of the diagnostic unit was determined to two blocks. The
first block was assigned to the discrimination of the normal from the joint primary
and metastatic samples, while the second block was assigned to the discrimination of
primary from metastatic samples.
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Comparative classification results were obtained by running the experiments also
using the well established one-vs-one SVM combination scheme [22]. During the
training mode of the SVM-based classification schemes (Cascading and one-vs-one)
the kernel functions tested were the linear, the 2"^ and 3^^ order polynomial and the
RBF [19]. The ranges of the training parameters considered were 2"^ to 2^^ for the
cost parameter c and 2"^^ to 7? for the y parameter. The best parameters that
maximize the performance for the cascading and the one-vs-one schemes were
determined automatically using grid search. The order of the blocks in the cascading
model was determined based on the histopathological sub-classification of
carcinomas [20]. A range of one to 11 genes was considered in the gene selection
process.

B Cascading
D Ctoe-vs-oneLnear
DQae-vs^aePol-2
DQne-vs-onePol-3
C One-vs-one KBF
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Fig. 3. Diagnostic accuracy of the proposed system (cascading SVM architecture) compared
with the standard one-vs-one SVM combination scheme, for various numbers of input genes.
In all cases, the proposed architecture results in lower or comparable
classification error rates with the one-vs-one scheme. The minimum classification
error obtained for the prostate cancer dataset reached 6.3% in three cases using one,
seven or ten genes. The same classification error rate was obtained by one-vs-one
scheme using 3*^^^ order polynomial kernel and ten genes. So, the proposed
architecture has an advantage over these schemes as it is capable of providing a
better or comparable performance using fewer genes. The upper classification error
bound of the cascading SVMs architecture is 10.7%, whereas this bound increases to
14.3% for the one-vs-one scheme.
The results are presented in Fig. 3. The diagram shows that the proposed
architecture leads to lower classification error rates compared to the one-vs-one
classifier using one to five genes. The one-vs-one SVM combination scheme with
linear kernel resulted in the lowest classification error using six input genes.
The classification errors achieved by the proposed system on other publicly
available datasets were also low. These include colon cancer (9.7%), and lung cancer
(1.5%)datasets[23][24].
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4 Conclusions
We presented a biomedical software system capable of supporting medical diagnosis
using gene expression data produced by microarray experiments. The major
contribution of the proposed system in the process of medical diagnosis is that it
offers to the physicians substantial molecular-level information by exploiting gene
expressions. The gene expression measurements are pre-processed and subsequently
used for the classification of the corresponding samples in two or more categories
depending on their pathology.
The proposed system has been tested on various publicly available microarray
datasets, including those provided by Stanford Microarray Database [21]. In most
cases the overall diagnostic accuracy it provides, exceeds 90%. Its high accuracy was
avouched in this paper by demonstrating its application for prostate cancer diagnosis.
It can be concluded that the proposed system can be used as a valuable diagnostic aid
by physicians and with the decreasing cost of microarrays it could potentially be
used in everyday medical practice.
Moreover the cascading SVM combination scheme provides low classification
error rates which are comparable and in most cases lower than the rates obtained by
the one-vs-one SVM combination scheme especially when a small number of genes
is involved. The proposed architecture utilizes NA classifiers whereas the one-vs-one
SVM combination scheme utilizes N(N'l)/2 classifiers and the one-vs-one SVM
combination scheme utilizes A^ classifiers.
Currently, the approach followed for the system to learn from new training data
involves discarding the existing classifier, combining the old and the new data and
training a new classifier from scratch using the aggregate data. Within our prospects
is the enhancement of the proposed system by incorporating an incremental approach
to SVM learning that will allow efficient on-line training without losing prior
knowledge from additional datasets that will later become available.
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